Urgent ToO may be executed during the time assigned to other projects. In general, the execution time of a ToO observation should not exceed one hour. Follow this procedure in order to activate, also during the night, an urgent ToO:

1. Check the schedule to know which instrument is available and the programme allocated for that night:


2. Be sure that the target is observable from Asiago during the night (e.g. using 'staralt': http://catserver.ing.iac.es/staralt/).

3. Check the weather in Asiago from these links:
   http://www.oapd.inaf.it/meteo/
   http://meteo.astro.unipd.it/weather/meteoLC.php

4. Send the ToO request via email to the P.I./Observers allocated for that night (see below for email list of programmes) and also to proposal.oapd@inaf.it

5. Try to contact the observers in the control room in Asiago: 0424 600071. Please note that sometimes the telescope is remote controlled and the observers could be working from another working station (i.e. offices in Padova)

List of ongoing Large Programmes with Afosc@Copernico and P.I. Co P.I. emails:

SERVICE: Observer: paolo.ochner@unipd.it (0424 600037)
NASCIMBENI: Observers: P.I. valerio.nascimbeni@inaf.it (049 8293467) – valentina.granata@unipd.it – luca.borsato@unipd.it
MARZIANI: Observers: P.I. paola.marziani@inaf.it (049 8293415) – mauro.donofrio@unipd.it, giovanni.candeo@inaf.it
ZAMPIERI: Observer: P.I. luca.zampieri@inaf.it (049 8293433)
TEST NIGHT: Observers: lina.tomasella@inaf.it (0424 600034) – stefano.benetti@inaf.it
TOMASELLA: Observers: P.I. lina.tomasella@inaf.it – stefano.benetti@inaf.it – enrico.cappellar@inaf.it – massimo.turatto@inaf.it